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Packed with information on more than 2,550 political parties and 230 national political systems, Political Parties of the World is a veritable “Baedeker of world politics” (World Affairs Report).

This new edition - the first since 1996 and the biggest and most comprehensive ever - covers every political party of note anywhere in the world and is organized in a clear reference directory format to be used both as a tool for quick fact checking and for more detailed research. It is a must for all libraries with political reference interests, research institutes and think tanks, ngos with political relationships, parliamentarians, the media, and teachers of political studies, as well as political parties themselves.

Features of the new edition (available January 2002) include

- New bigger A4 hardback format to accommodate more data
- Coverage of 230 nation states and dependencies worldwide
- Updated information on more than 2,550 parties, including over 400 newly formed in the period 1997-2001
- Expanded contact data, now including email addresses plus more than 750 party websites
- Full updating of election results
- Details of international party affiliations
- Indexes of parties and personal names

Political Parties of the World is organized by country in alphabetical order. Each country section contains an informative overview of the parliamentary and constitutional system, plus summaries of the most recent election results. Each important party is profiled in depth, looking at its history, electoral performance, leadership and goals, while more concise data is given for minor parties. Also included are appendices covering the main international party organizations and the party composition of the European Parliament, and there are indexes of parties and people.
Now in its 34th year of continuous publication, Treaties and Alliances of the World provides an invaluable reference guide in one clearly-organized volume to the vast array of agreements that underpin the international system of relations between states. Covering everything from major treaty-based international and regional organizations like the IMF, NATO and the EU to less familiar bodies in areas such as scientific cooperation or agricultural commodities, it is an invaluable stand-by for anyone carrying out research, or having to answer queries, in government, academia, the media and all institutions with an involvement in the study or practice of international relations.

Among the many major recent developments fully described in the new edition (the first since 1995) are:

- The creation and development of the World Trade Organization
- Debate and conflict over economic globalization
- NATO's "first war" in Kosovo
- In the EU, the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice and launch of the euro
- NAFTA and negotiations on the Free Trade Area of the Americas
- The crisis over the Kyoto Accord on global warming
- US-Russia negotiations on the anti-ballistic missile treaty
- The UN war crimes tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda
- Crisis in the Mid-East peace process
- International responses to the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks on the USA

This new edition of Treaties and Alliances of the World includes full updating of all the book's traditional areas of coverage, including the activities of hundreds of international and regional organizations and details of all significant bilateral treaties. In addition it features much more on such areas of intense recent concern as international agreements on asylum and refugees, global warming, international patent protection, trade liberalization, and the threat from chemical and biological weapons.

Individual chapters in Treaties and Alliances include:

- The UN System
- Other General International Organizations
- NATO
- Disarmament and Arms Control
- International economic organizations
- Commodities and Raw Materials
- Scientific and Environmental Cooperation
- Europe
- Americas
- Middle East
- Asia-Pacific
- Africa
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"A mine of information…the best source of information that we know of on trade unions around the world," Relations Industrielles

The only resource of its kind, Trade Unions of the World includes data on the political and economic context and industrial relations for each country, material on the history, character and policies of the main unions, and extensive contact data, now including listings of websites and email addresses.

Comments on the new edition:
"A library essential, and an excellent starting point for international research, or for anyone seeking to contact trade unionists around the world…an impressive achievement," International Union Rights

"There are a few national directories of trade unions, but although similar publications with an international coverage have been published in the past, there is no other book currently in print to match this one…a useful addition to any library's reference collection," European Information
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"This excellent book…has become the authoritative source on the European Parliament," Klaus Hänsch, former President of the European Parliament

The latest edition of the standard reference work on the European Parliament, covering every aspect of how it is elected, its internal structures and procedures, its powers, and its relationship with other institutions in the European Union.

Comments on the latest edition:
"An invaluable guide," Nicole Fontaine, current President of the European Parliament

"This is the best reference work on the European Parliament…every library will need a copy," European Information

"A complete work by men of experience who describe with detail and clarity the democratic heart of the Union" Agence Europe
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